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Figure 1: We propose VoLux-GAN, a 3D-aware generator that produces faces with full HDRI relighting capability. Here we
show a comparison of images generated by VoLux-GAN and related work pi-GAN [Chan et al. 2021] (which does not support
relighting) and ShadeGAN [Pan et al. 2021].
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ABSTRACT
We propose VoLux-GAN, a generative framework to synthesize
3D-aware faces with convincing relighting. Our main contribution
is a volumetric HDRI relighting method that can efficiently accu-
mulate albedo, diffuse and specular lighting contributions along
each 3D ray for any desired HDR environmental map. Additionally,
we show the importance of supervising the image decomposition
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process using multiple discriminators. In particular, we propose
a data augmentation technique that leverages recent advances in
single image portrait relighting to enforce consistent geometry,
albedo, diffuse and specular components. Multiple experiments
and comparisons with other generative frameworks show how
our model is a step forward towards photorealistic relightable 3D
generative models. Code and pre-trained models are available at:
https://github.com/google/volux-gan.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Generating synthetic novel human subjects with convincing photo-
realism is one of the most desired capabilities for automatic content
generation and pseudo ground truth synthesis for machine learning.
Such data generation engines can thus benefit many areas includ-
ing the gaming and movie industries, telepresence in mixed reality,
and computational photography. In order to achieve realism and
flexibility when delivered in specific applications, the generated
images should: 1) be enriched in details, e.g. with high resolution;
2) support free viewpoint rendering to deliver immersive 3D expe-
riences; 3) adapt to novel environmental illumination for realism;
4) synthesize novel identities for scalable data diversity.

Motivated by these principles, in this paper we propose a neural
human portrait generator, which delivers compelling rendering
quality on arbitrary camera viewpoints and under any desired il-
lumination. With the success of Neural Radiance Field (NeRF) on
volumetric rendering [Mildenhall et al. 2020] and Generative Ad-
versarial Networks (GAN) on image generation [Karras et al. 2019],
3D-aware generators [Chan et al. 2021; Gu et al. 2021; Pan et al.
2021] have been proposed as a promising solution, which combine
the merits of both. By learning from a collection of portrait images,
these methods are able to generate NeRF models from randomly
sampled latent codes, which result in impressive free viewpoint
rendering capabilities despite arguable underlying geometry qual-
ity and multi-view consistency. Concurrent work proposed by [Pan
et al. 2021] adds a shading model to enforce multi-lighting con-
straints during training, however the method shows substantial
limitations in terms of photorealism and does not allow for full
HDRI relighting.

In this work, we propose a 3D aware generative model with
HDRI relighting supervised by adversarial losses. To overcome the
limitations of prior arts, we contributed to two main aspects:

Volumetric HDRI Relighting. We propose a novel approach of
the volumetric rendering function that naturally supports efficient
HDRI relighting. The core idea relies on the intuition that diffuse
and specular components can be efficiently accumulated per-pixel
when pre-filtered HDR lighting environments are used [Greene
1986; Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan 2001]. This was successfully
applied to single image portrait relighting [Pandey et al. 2021], and
here we introduce an alternative formulation to allow for volu-
metric HDRI relighting. Differently from [Nestmeyer et al. 2020;
Pandey et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2020] that predict surface normals
and calculate the shading with respect to the light sources (for a
given HDR environment map), we propose to directly integrate the
diffuse and specular components at each 3D location along the ray
according to their local surface normal and viewpoint direction. Si-
multaneously, an albedo image and neural features are accumulated
along the 3D ray. Finally, a neural renderer combines the generated
outputs to infer the final image.

Supervised Image Decomposition. Though producing impressive
rendering quality, the geometry from 3D-aware generators is often
incomplete or inaccurate [Chan et al. 2021; Gu et al. 2021]. As a
result, the model tends to bias the image quality for highly sampled
camera views (e.g. front facing), but starts to show unsatisfactory
multi-view consistency and 3D perception, breaking the photo-
realism when rendered from free-viewpoint camera trajectories.
Additionally, high quality geometry is particularly important for
relighting since any underlying reflectance models rely on accurate
surface normal directions in order to correctly accumulate the light
contributions from the HDR environment map.

Similarly, decomposing an image into albedo, diffuse and specu-
lar components without explicit supervision could lead to artifacts
and inconsistencies, since, without any explicit constrains, the net-
work could encode details in any channel even though it does not
follow light transport principles. For instance in Fig. 1, the albedo
image generated by previous methods [Pan et al. 2021] contains
clear shading information, whereas the expected albedo (i.e. flat lit
image) should be closer to ours. At the same time, such supervision
is not available for in-the-wild datasets like FFHQ [Karras et al.
2019].

Motivated by this, and inspired by other works that apply pseudo-
groundtruth labels [Chogovadze et al. 2021] or synthetic renderings
[Saito et al. 2020; Tan et al. 2021; Wood et al. 2021; Zhu et al. 2020]
for in-the-wild tasks, we propose a data augmentation technique to
explicitly supervise the image decomposition in geometry, albedo,
diffuse and specular components. In particular, we employ the
work of [Pandey et al. 2021] to generate albedo, geometry, diffuse,
specular and relit images for each image of the dataset, and have
additional discriminators guide the intrinsic decomposition dur-
ing the training. This technique alone, however, would guide the
generative model to synthesize images that are less photorealistic
since their quality upper bound would depend on the specific image
decomposition and relighting algorithm used as supervision (e.g.
[Pandey et al. 2021]). In order to address this, we also add a final
discriminator on the original images, which will guide the network
towards real photorealism and higher order light transport effects
such as specular highlights and subsurface scattering.

https://github.com/google/volux-gan
https://doi.org/10.1145/3528233.3530751
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We summarize the contributions of this paper: 1) We propose a
novel approach to generate HDRI relightable 3D faces with a vol-
umetric rendering framework. 2) Supervised adversary losses are
leveraged to increase the geometry and relighting quality, which
also improves multi-view consistency. 3) Exhaustive experiments
demonstrated the effectiveness of the framework for image synthe-
sis and relighting.

2 RELATEDWORK
2D Image Generation. Generating convincing renderings of hu-

mans is a very active trend in the field of neural rendering [Tewari
et al. 2020]. Here, we consider works that rely on a generative
adversarial framework [Goodfellow et al. 2014] to synthesize pho-
torealistic portraits. High quality results have been demonstrated
by multiple early works [Durugkar et al. 2017; Mordido et al. 2018;
Zhang et al. 2019] and since the groundbreaking work of StyleGAN
[Karras et al. 2019], the community has made tremendous progress
in synthesizing photorealistic and high resolution images [Brock
et al. 2019; Choi et al. 2020; Karras et al. 2021, 2020] with methods
focusing on addressing most of the common issues with GANs
including stability [Karras et al. 2020], resolution [Brock et al. 2019]
and aliasing [Karras et al. 2021]. These approaches generate impres-
sive photorealistic images, but results typically lack free-viewpoint
rendering and/or multi-view consistency.

3D Aware Generation. Many recent approaches incorporated the
use of geometry and its multi-view consistency to allow for 3D
aware synthesis. [Alhaija et al. 2018; Chan et al. 2021; Chen et al.
2021; Gu et al. 2021; Liao et al. 2020; Nguyen-Phuoc et al. 2019;
Niemeyer and Geiger 2021; Phuoc et al. 2020; Zhou et al. 2021; Zhu
et al. 2018]. Past works rely on voxels [Gadelha et al. 2017; Nguyen-
Phuoc et al. 2019; Phuoc et al. 2020; Zhu et al. 2018], meshes [Szabó
et al. 2019], face models [Buehler et al. 2021] or shape primitives
[Liao et al. 2020] as the 3D representation for image generation, but
the majority have been limited to low resolution image generation.
Inspired by the success of NeRF [Mildenhall et al. 2020], state-of-
art approaches adopt implicit volumetric rendering framework,
and require only unconstrained images for training [Chan et al.
2021; Gu et al. 2021; Niemeyer and Geiger 2021; Schwarz et al.
2020]. Though the proposed representations are essentially 3D,
the underlying geometry could still be inconsistent across camera
views. Additionally, these methods lack relighting capabilities.

Relightable Generative Models. Relightable NeRF models [Boss
et al. 2020, 2021; Zhang et al. 2021b,a] have shown that full im-
age decomposition is possible when explicit multi-view imagery
is provided as supervision. As for generative networks, the con-
current work of [Pan et al. 2021] is, to the best of our knowledge,
the first at enabling relightability into generative model in a volu-
metrics 3D framework. The method enforces both multi-view and
multi-lighting consistency to allow controllable viewpoint and illu-
mination. This approach, however, adopts a simplified Lambertian
model and only supports one specific light direction at the time and
extending it to full HDR relighting is computationally prohibitive.

Intrinsic Image Decomposition. Decomposing an image into albedo,
geometry and reflectance components has achieved using model-
fitting techniques [Barron and Malik 2015; Meka et al. 2017] and

deep learning based approaches [Kanamori and Endo 2018; Meka
et al. 2018; Ren et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2018] that attempt at inferring
image properties from one or multiple images. Very recently, state-
of-art image based portrait relighting methods [Nestmeyer et al.
2020; Pandey et al. 2021; Tajima et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2020] have
shown impressive results by predicting explicit surface normals,
albedo and shading information to formulate the interaction be-
tween light sources and geometry. These approaches usually rely
on a specific shading model (e.g. Phong) and a neural renderer to
synthesize the final image.

Our Approach. In contrast, we propose a volumetric generative
model that supports full HDR relighting. We show how we can effi-
ciently aggregate albedo, diffuse and specular components within
the 3D volume. Thanks to the explicit supervision in our adversarial
losses, we demonstrate that the method can perform such a full
image component decomposition for novel face identities, starting
from a randomly sampled latent code.

3 VOLUX-GAN FRAMEWORK
In this section, we introduce our neural generator that produces
novel faces that can be rendered at free camera viewpoints and relit
under an arbitrary HDR environment light map. Our method starts
from a neural implicit field that takes a randomly sampled latent
vector as input and produces an albedo, volume density, and re-
flectance properties for any queried 3D location. These outputs are
then aggregated via volumetric rendering to produce low resolution
albedo, diffuse shading, specular shading, and neural feature maps.
These intermediate outputs are then upsampled to high resolution
and fed into a neural renderer to produce relit images. The overall
framework is depicted in Figure 2.

3.1 Preliminaries: Neural Volumetric
Rendering.

To aid the reader, we first briefly introduce the neural volumet-
ric rendering framework originally presented in [Mildenhall et al.
2020]. There, the 3D appearance of an object of interest is encoded
into a neural implicit field implemented using a multilayer per-
ceptron (MLP), which takes a 3D coordinate x ∈ R3 and viewing
direction d ∈ S2 as inputs and outputs a volume density σ ∈ R+

and view-dependent color c ∈ R3. To render an image, the pixel
color C is accumulated along each camera ray r(t) = o + td as

C(r, d) =
∫ tf

tn
T (t)σ (r(t))c(r(t), d)dt , (1)

whereT (t) = exp(−
∫ t
tn

σ (r(s))ds) and bounds tn and tf . Compared
to surface based rendering, volumetric rendering more naturally
handles translucent materials and regions with complex geometry
such as thin structures.

3.2 Generative Neural Implicit Intrinsic Field.
Similar to other state-of-the-art 3D-aware generators [Chan et al.
2021; Gu et al. 2021; Pan et al. 2021], we train a MLP-based neural
implicit field conditioned on a latent code z sampled from a Gauss-
ian distribution N (0, I )d and extend it to support HDRI relighting.
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Figure 2: VoLux-GAN Framework. Starting from a latent code we can efficiently accumulate albedo A(r), surface normals N (r),
diffuse D(r), specular components S(r), and a feature map F (r) along the 3D ray r(t) for any given HDR map. An upsampling
strategy and a neural renderer synthesize the final relit image.

We adopt a Phong shading model [Phong 1975], where the illumi-
nation of each point is determined by albedo, diffuse, and specular
component. Therefore, instead of having the network predict per-
point radiance and directly obtaining a color image (via Eq. 1), our
network produces per-point albedo (α ), density (σ ) and reflectance
properties from separate MLP heads. The normal directions are ob-
tained via the spatial derivative of the density field, which are used
together with HDR illumination to compute diffuse and specular
shading. Similar to [Pandey et al. 2021], rather than explicitly using
the Phong model for the final rendering, we feed the albedo, diffuse
and specular components to a lightweight neural renderer, which
can also model higher order light transport effects.

3.2.1 Efficient Shading Computation. Concurrent work [Pan et al.
2021] assumes Lambertian shading from a single light source. Ex-
tending this to support full HDR illumination would require the
integration of the shading contribution from multiple positional
lights, making the approach computationally prohibitive, especially
when performed at training time for millions of images. Inspired by
the success of recent image based portrait relighting work [Pandey
et al. 2021], we adopt a method designed for real-time shading
rendering under HDR illumination [Greene 1986; Ramamoorthi
and Hanrahan 2001]. The core idea is to approximate the diffuse
and specular components using a preconvolved HDRI map. Specifi-
cally, we first preconvolve the given HDRI map (H) into light maps
(Lni , i = 1, 2, · · · ,N ) with cosine lobe functions corresponding to a
set of pre-selected Phong specular exponents (ni , i = 1, 2, · · · ,N )
[Miller and Hoffman 1984]. The diffuse shading D is the first light
map (i.e. n = 1 above) following the surface normal direction, and
the specular shading is defined as a linear combination of all light
maps indexed by the reflection direction. In order to capture pos-
sible diverse material properties of the face, we let the network
estimate the blending weights (ωi ) with another MLP branch, which
are then used for the specular component S .

3.2.2 Volumetric Shading Rendering. Typically, a reflectance model
is defined on a surface [Phong 1975] and relighting methods [Nest-
meyer et al. 2020; Pandey et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2020] explicitly
estimate surface normals from a single image. Here, we propose
a volumetric formulation to compute albedo, diffuse and view-
dependent specular shading maps as:

A(r) =
∫ tf

tn
T (t)σ (r(t))α(r(t))dt

D(r) =
∫ tf

tn
T (t)σ (r(t))Ln=1(n (t))dt

S(r) =
∫ tf

tn
T (t)σ (r(t))

N∑
i
ωiLni (n(t), d)dt

F (r) =
∫ tf

tn
T (t)σ (r(t)) f (r(t))dt

(2)

wheren(t) is the normal direction estimated via∇σ (r(t)),Ln=1(n (t))
is the diffuse light map indexed by the normal direction n(t), and
Lni (n(t), d) is the specular component ni indexed by the inbound
reflection direction depending on the local normal and viewing
direction d. Finally, α ,σ ,ω, and a per-location feature f are the
network outputs conditioned on the sampled latent code z. We re-
strict the albedo to be view and lighting independent and encourage
multi-view consistency. Note that in addition to rendering compo-
nents such as albedo, diffuse and specular components, we let our
network accumulate additional features F (r), so that it can capture
high frequency details and material properties in an unsupervised
fashion.

3.2.3 Volumetric Model Network Architecture. We extend the ar-
chitecture from concurrent work proposed by [Gu et al. 2021] for
our neural implicit field. Rather than explicitly use the low resolu-
tion albedo A(r) following Eq. 2, our network produces a feature
vector f (r(t)) ∈ R256 via 6 fully-connected layers from the posi-
tional encoding on the 3D coordinates. A linear-layer is attached
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to the output of the 4-th layer to produce the volume density, and
an additional two-layer MLP is attached to 6-th layer to produces
the albedo and reflectance properties. Diffuse component D and
Specular Component S are estimated following Eq. 2, where the
blending weights ωi are estimated by the network.

3.2.4 Neural Rendering Network. To reduce the memory consump-
tion and computation cost, we render albedo, diffuse, and specular
shading in low resolution and upsample them to high resolution
for relighting. The specific low and high resolutions depend on the
dataset used and details can be found in the Section 4. To generate
the high resolution albedo, we upsample the feature map F (r) and
enforce it’s first 3 channels to correspond to the albedo image, sim-
ilar to some other works in the literature [Meka et al. 2020; Thies
et al. 2019]. Each upsampling unit consists of two 1 × 1 convolu-
tions modulated by the latent code z, a pixelshuffle upsampler [Shi
et al. 2016] and a BlurPool [Zhang 2019] with stride 1. The low
resolution albedo A(r) is still used to enforce consistency with the
upsampled high resolution albedo (see Section 3.3). For shading
maps, we directly apply bilinear upsampling.

Finally, a relighting network takes as input the albedo mapA, the
diffuse map D, the specular component map S and the features F
and generates the final Ir el it image. The architecture of Relighting
Network is a shallow U-Net [Ronneberger et al. 2015].

3.3 Supervised Adversarial Training
Here we introduce the scheme to train our pipeline from a collection
of unconstrained in-the-wild images. While it is possible to train
the full pipeline with a single adversarial loss on the relit image,
we found empirically that adding additional supervision on inter-
mediate outputs significantly improves the training convergence
and rendering quality.

Pesudo Ground Truth Generation. Large scale in-the-wild images
provides great data diversity, which is critical for training a gen-
erator. However, the groundtruth labels for geometry and shading
are usually missing. In our case, we are particularly interested in
having “real examples” of the albedo and geometry to supervise
our method. To this end, we resort to the state-of-the-art image
based relighting algorithm, Total Relighting [Pandey et al. 2021],
to produce pseudo ground truth albedo and normals and to also
further increase the data diversity. Specifically, for each image in
our training set, we randomly select an HDRI map from a collection
of 400maps sourced from public repository [Zaal et al. 2020], apply
a random rotation, and run Total Relighting to generate the albedo,
surface normal and a relit image with the associated light maps
(diffuse and specular components). Example augmented data can
be found in supplementary materials.

Albedo Adversarial Loss LA: DA(A(r)) + DA(Ahi−r es ). We su-
pervise the output albedo images in both low and high resolution
with adversarial loss using the pseudo ground truth generated with
[Pandey et al. 2021]. A standard non-saturating logistic GAN loss
with R1 penalty is applied to train the generator and discriminator.
The discriminator architecture D∗ for all the losses follows the one
proposed in [Karras et al. 2020].

Geometry Adversarial Loss LG : DG (∇σ (r(t))). We also supervise
the geometry as it is crucial for multi-view consistent rendering
and relighting realism. While the density σ is the immediate output
from the network that measures the geometry, we find it is more
convenient to supervise the surface normals computed via ∇σ (r(t)).
Therefore, we add an adversarial loss between the volumetric ren-
dered normal from the derivative of the density and the pseudo
ground truth normal obtained from [Pandey et al. 2021].

Shading Adversarial Loss LS : DS (D(r), S(r), Ir el it ). . Since we
are resorting to a generative model, directly supervising the albedo
and relit pair with a reconstruction loss is not possible. Indeed the
network produces new identity from a randomly sampled latent
code where direct supervision is not available. Therefore, to enforce
the Relight Network faithfully integrating shading with albedo,
we apply a conditional adversarial loss on the relit image. This is
achieved by adding a discriminator DS that takes the concatenation
of the relit image Ir el it , diffuse map D(r) and specular map S(r) as
the inputs and discriminate if the group is fake, i.e. from our model,
or true, i.e. from [Pandey et al. 2021]. The training gradients are
only allowed to back-propagate to the relit image but not the other
inputs (i.e. set to zero) as they are the data to be conditioned on.

Photorealistic Adversarial Loss LP : DP (Ir el it ). A downside of
the Shading Adversarial Loss is that the model performance is
upper-bounded by the specific algorithm used to generate pseudo-
groundtruth labels, in our case [Pandey et al. 2021]. As a result,
inaccuracies in the relighting examples, e.g. overly smoothed shad-
ing and lack of specular highlights, may affect our rendering quality.
To enhance the photorealism, we add an additional adversarial loss
directly on the generated relit images with the original images from
the dataset.

Path Loss Lpath : ℓ1(A(r),Ahi−r es ). Following StyleNeRF [Gu
et al. 2021], we add a loss to ensure the consistency between the
albedo maps in low and high resolutions. Specifically, we downsam-
ple the high resolution to the low resolution, and add a per-pixel ℓ1
loss.

The final loss function is a weighted sum of all above mentioned
terms: L = λ1LA + λ2LG + λ3LS + λ4LP + λ5Lpath , where for
our experiments we empirically determined these weights to be
1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.75, 0.5. Training details can be found in supplemen-
tary materials.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we compare our rendering quality and relighting
performance with state-of-the-art methods. We also provide abla-
tion study showing the contribution of major system design choice
to the final performance.

Datasets. We train our model on CelebA dataset [Liu et al. 2015]
which is widely used for such comparisons, and on the FFHQ [Kar-
ras et al. 2019] where a comparison of high resolution results can
be made. On CelebA, our model produces volumetric renderings
at 64 × 64 and final outputs at 128 × 128. On FFHQ, the volumetric
renderings and final resolution are 64×64 and 256×256 respectively.

Baseline Methods. We show qualitative and quantitative com-
parison with ShadeGAN [Pan et al. 2021] since, to the best of our
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Figure 3: Our synthesized images under rotating camera or rotating lighting. Note the relighting consistency and view-
dependent effects.

Interpolation

Figure 4: Our result with interpolated latent code under different HDR environment maps. Note the relighting effects are
correctly transferred across identities.

Table 1: Identity consistency across camera poses around the yaw axis. The scores indicate the similarity calculated as the
dot product between normalized embeddings from a state-of-the-art face recognition network [Deng et al. 2019] (higher is
better). While our method performs comparably or marginally better at small view changes, we significantly outperform the
state-of-the-art at more extreme viewpoints.

Method Relit image identity similarity↑ Albedo image identity similarity↑
-0.5 rad -0.25 rad 0 rad 0.25 rad 0.5 rad -0.5 rad -0.25 rad 0 rad 0.25 rad 0.5 rad

ShadeGAN[Pan et al. 2021] 0.4814 0.7513 - 0.7628 0.4997 0.4818 0.7582 - 0.7702 0.5091
pi-GAN [Chan et al. 2021] + TR[Pandey et al. 2021] 0.5215 0.7472 - 0.7419 0.4981 0.5135 0.7378 - 0.7438 0.4898

VoLux-GAN+Surface Relighting 0.4471 0.7065 - 0.7388 0.4959 0.5531 0.7611 - 0.7796 0.5585
VoLux-GAN - LP 0.4827 0.6487 - 0.6721 0.5156 0.5467 0.7809 - 0.8151 0.5901
VoLux-GAN - LS 0.4071 0.6996 - 0.7788 0.4718 0.4886 0.7292 - 0.8095 0.5581
VoLux-GAN - LG 0.4776 0.7182 - 0.7564 0.5015 0.4652 0.7278 - 0.8099 0.5398

VoLux-GAN 0.6064 0.7736 - 0.7997 0.5985 0.6389 0.7919 - 0.7863 0.6162

knowledge, it is the only 3D-aware generator that supports relight-
ing. In addition, we consider an alternative strong baseline where
we use pi-GAN [Chan et al. 2021] to render multi-view images and
then run a single image based portrait relighting method [Pandey
et al. 2021] for HDR relighting.

Metrics. Many evaluation metrics relying on perception features
have been proposed to measure the rendering quality [Bińkowski
et al. 2018; Heusel et al. 2017]. While these metrics indeed measure
the similarity between two collections of images, they are very
sensitive to implementation details such as training image resolu-
tion, image post-processing e.g. cropping, or the choice of training
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Figure 5: Qualitative comparisons on CelebA with ShadeGAN [Pan et al. 2021] and pi-GAN [Chan et al. 2021] + portrait re-
lighting [Pandey et al. 2021]: note how our method produces more consistent albedo and relighting results across multiple
views.

dataset, as has been shown in literature [Parmar et al. 2021]. As a
result, these metrics are not suitable to evaluate our model since
our pipeline is not trained directly on publicly available datasets
but on a specifically tailored augmented dataset for good rendering
and relighting performance.

Instead, we evaluate our pipeline and other methods by mea-
suring the perceptual impact of view-synthesis and relighting on
a subject’s identity. Specifically, we use a similarity metric based
on the embedding space of a state-of-the-art face recognition net-
work[Deng et al. 2019]. This stability metric indicates how well the
subject identity is preserved when we synthesize novel views and
novel light renderings for a synthesized face.

4.1 Relightable Face Generation
In this section we demonstrate the capabilities of our framework.
In Fig. 3, we show one subject randomly sampled from latent space
z N (0, I ) trained on the FFHQ dataset. The first row shows the
faces rendered at different camera poses. Our network successfully
renders consistent faces even under a large yaw angle (e.g. 45°)
thanks to better geometry supervised by the geometry adversarial

loss. The second row shows the same subject rendered under a
rotating HDR map. Note how the specularities and shading on the
face respond correctly to the HDR environment maps.

Our latent space also supports interpolation. In Fig. 4, we linearly
interpolate between two randomly sampled latent codes, and show
relit images of each subject under two HDR lighting conditions. As
seen, the appearance of the subject transitions smoothly and the
intermediate identities are successfully relit. Note also the consis-
tent relighting, where view dependent effects and specularities are
successfully transferred between different latent codes.

4.2 Comparisons with State-of-the-Art
We compare to ShadeGAN [Pan et al. 2021], pi-GAN [Chan et al.
2021] coupled to an image based relighting [Pandey et al. 2021],
and show the qualitative results in Fig. 5 (Due to the page limit, the
target HDRI images are visualized in the supplementary materials).
For a fair comparison in terms of image resolution, we trained our
model on CelebA, like ShadeGAN and pi-GAN. In each row, we
show the albedo map and color images rendered under two different
lightings from three camera viewpoints.
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Table 2: Relighting consistency. Our method better preserve
the original identity (albedo) under different illuminations.
Note that ShadeGAN is evaluated over three different posi-
tional light sources instead of HDR maps.

Method HDR map 1 HDR map 2 HDR map 3
ShadeGAN[Pan et al. 2021] 0.5806 0.6486 0.6559

pi-GAN[Chan et al. 2021] + TR[Pandey et al. 2021] 0.7014 0.8796 0.7677
VoLux-GAN+Surface Relighting 0.5510 0.5548 0.5349

VoLux-GAN - LP 0.4132 0.4471 0.4712
VoLux-GAN - LS 0.8917 0.8846 0.7387
VoLux-GAN - LG 0.5331 0.5864 0.6158
VoLux-GAN 0.7600 0.8900 0.8082

Our method produces significantly better albedo than Shade-
GAN thanks to our supervised albedo adversarial loss. Moreover,
our results contain more high frequency specular components and
can respond to more diverse global illumination. We also coupled
pi-GAN with Pandey et al. [2021] as a baseline. Compared to Shade-
GAN, pi-GAN generates faces that exhibit overall diffuse illumina-
tion, which works better in conjunction with Pandey et al. [2021].
Although the coupled model can produce plausible relighting re-
sults, they are often inconsistent across views (e.g. in the 3rd row
middle, the cheek is dark in one view but bright in another). In
contrast, our results show more consistency across views and lights
thanks to the proposed volumetric relighting formulation, which is
also reflected by the quantitative metric below.

4.2.1 Quantitative Results. We evaluate our method with quanti-
tative metrics. The goal of the following experiments is to demon-
strate that our method is able to synthesize images that are consis-
tent across views in terms of geometry and relighting.

Geometry Consistency. To demonstrate the geometry consistency,
we render a fixed random latent code to multiple views. We then
compute the similarity score [Deng et al. 2019] of yaw-posed ren-
derings with the frontal facing rendering, and average it over 100
such randomly sampled latent codes. We compute the score for
both relit images and the high-res albedo images. We also show
the score computed with the same scheme for ShadeGAN [Pan
et al. 2021] and the baseline of pi-GAN [Chan et al. 2021] + portrait
relighting [Pandey et al. 2021]. The results are showed in Table 1.
Note how our method consistently outperforms the other state-of-
art approaches, demonstrating better multi-view consistency for
each identity on generated albedo and relit images.

Relighting Consistency. Similarly, we also evaluate the stability
of our relighting. Following the geometry consistency experiment,
we use the embedding space of a face recognition network [Deng
et al. 2019] to generate the identity similarity score between the
albedo and 3 renderings under different environment maps (as
shown in Fig. 4). We report an average score over 100 randomly
sampled latent codes. A stable relighting method should give a high
similarity score, since relighting does not change the identity.

The results are reported in Table 2, showing that our approach
is also able to generate relit images that are more consistent with
the original albedo identity. At the same time our relit images look
more photorealistic as shown in Figure 5, where we better capture
higher order light transport effects.

Ablation Study. We report an ablation study of the loss functions
used for training out pipeline and Table 2. As demonstrated by these
quantitative results, the full framework and the proposed super-
vised adversarial losses are all contributing to the final rendering
quality. In particular, we show that removing the shading loss LS ,
or geometry loss LG or photorealistic LP all lead to lower metrics.
Similarly, when we first accumulate the surface geometry and then
perform image based relighting, the results are unsatisfactory (see
comparison with VoLux-GAN+Surface Relighting in Table 1 and
Table 2).

5 DISCUSSION
We proposed a generative model of face images, that internally
leverages a volumetric representation to facilitate multi-view gen-
eration and full HDRI relighting. Of particular note is that we have
shown how to efficiently perform the aggregation of albedo, spec-
ular and diffuse components that helps to preserve the identity.
Furthermore, a proposed supervised adversarial framework guides
the network to generate the right intrinsic properties of faces. Our
results prove the effectiveness of the approach for synthesizing
novel identities. Future work could explore the use of semantic
information to allow for expression control similar to StyleGAN
[Karras et al. 2019].
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